Case Study - VINCI Facilities

Company Profile

Who are VINCI Facilities?
VINCI Facilities is a leading provider of facilities management
services to the public and private sector.
Our solutions are commercially sound, are customer focused and provide clients with
the information necessary to make strategic decisions about their estate.
By integrating services and introducing a range of best practice measures, including
work flow and performance management against strict KPIs, we provide our clients
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with cost certainty, cost saving, consistency of service and efficiency gain.
We are delighted to be the first major contractor to achieve the Constructionline
‘Supply Chain Approved’ accreditation and this is part of our comprehensive
commitment to our clients.

Challenges faced
Despite a challenging economic environment, VINCI Facilities has continued to grow
and evolve our business offering to suit client needs. As a result we have maintained a
strong position, both in the public and private sectors.
The market in the UK remains extremely competitive, with volumes depressed due to
budget contraints in both the private and public sector. However, our ability to deliver
an on-going, sustainable business is predicated on innovation and good practice.
To continue to be successful, we recognise the need to remain at the forefront of
setting new standards for delivery.
These standards reflect the carbon agenda, our social responsibility, our commitment
to employee and supply chain engagement and the highest standards of health and
safety, certainty of cost, value for money and customer satisfaction.
We also realise that it is not enough just to get our own house in order - by achieving
Constructionline ‘Supply Chain Approved’ accreditation we are able to demonstrate
that our own supply chain is assessed to the same standards as clients assess us as a
provider, using the Constructionline standard as a measure of this.

“Constructionline is not
just an accreditation and
a stamp of approval. In our
opinion, it really is an added
value service which supports
our sustainability strategy”
Barry Boxall
Divisional Director VINCI Facilities,
Building Solutions South

Case History - VINCI Facilities
How does Constructionline help?
Constructionline ‘Supply Chain Approved’ accreditation allows us to demonstrate to
our clients – particularly those in the public sector – the resilience, reliability and
governance in our supply chain. It allows us make the process more efficient, whilst
also reducing exposure to risk.
We have embraced the opportunity to proactively engage with suppliers in the
communities where we deliver services and taken part in four Meet the Buyer events.
This has allowed us to support local SMEs and local supply chains, in line with our
sustainability strategy. We don’t want to make it sound too easy though – and are
very proud to have reached the end of a long journey to gain accreditation! Our
Business Development Manager Darren, from Constructionline has provided invaluable
support in helping us realise our ambitions and has consistently suggested new ways
of helping us, including hosting events at our offices and supporting Winning Work. It

“It is vital that we continue to
evolve and demonstrate to
our clients that we support
local supply chains and take
supply chain management
seriously. Achieving the
‘Supply Chain Approved’
accreditation will really
benefit our business not just
now but in the future too”
Sally Bedwell
Head of Business Development VINCI
Facilities, Building Solutions South

really has been a whole team effort!

Meeting the Supplier
Taking part in Constructionline’s Meet the Buyer events has given us the opportunity
to engage with suppliers in the communities where we deliver services. Building
a supply chain of workers who complement our core values is key to our success
and with Constructionline’s help we’ve not only been able to build reliable supply
chains in the areas where we work, we have also supported local SMEs in line with our
sustainability strategy. As a result of attending four Meet the Buyer events we have
added new suppliers onto our supply chains and awarded substantial contracts to
local SMEs.
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